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eSchoolPlus Update - Night of 3/2/22 

New Features: 
21.4.18.0 

Area Description 

OneRoster 1.2 - 
Nested 
Endpoints 

The Phone Number and Email details are provided to users where 
available.  The endpoints included are: 

1. getUser, getAllUsers - Test for both Student and Teacher user 
type 

2. getStudent, getAllStudents 
3. getTeacher, getAllTeachers 
4. getStudentsInClassForSchool 
5. getTeachersInClassForSchool 
6. getStudentsForClass 
7. getTeachersForClass 

The postLineItemsForSchool endpoint has been added to allow a vendor 
to post multiple lineitems for a school. 

The postLineItemsForClass endpoint has been added to allow a vendor 
to post multiple lineitems for a class or school. 

The postResultsForLineItem endpoint has been added to collect result 
instances for a message payload. 

The getTeachersForClass endpoint has been added to return the 
teachers (both primary and secondary) for the specified class. The 
endpoint returns results in the form of the user model for the class 
mentioned. (This endpoint is available in the OneRoster 1.1 version and 
above). 

The getStudentsForClass endpoint has been added to return the list of 
students enrolled in the given class. It returns in the form of a user 
model for the class mentioned. (This endpoint is available in the 
OneRoster 1.1 version and above). 

OneRoster 1.2 - 
Attributes 

The gradingPeriod and School attributes for the lineItem class have been 
added. 

The ‘sex’ attribute has been added in the ‘Demographics’ class to include 
the value of ‘other’ when the gender identity column is neither male or 
female. 

The users endpoint will have the existing role attribute removed, the 
new roles attribute (which is now a list of roles, rather than only 
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supporting a single role) added, and removal of org attribute (this is now 
contained within the roles attribute). 

OneRoster 1.2 - 
Guardian 

The users endpoint will now include the role type Guardian (G). The 
guardians will be those contacts with the student relationship type 
having IMS Equiv value as Guardian (G) or Parent (P). Guardians/parents 
would only be included in getUser and getAllUsers endpoints, with a 
filter on that role type. 

The student endpoint will have a new attribute Agent ID, which will be 
the contacts for that student who are tagged as Guardian or Parent in 
the relationship table. This can have multiple values. 

The Relationship type validation page has been changed to include a 
new column IMS Equiv in the grid to tag a code as  Guardian (G) or 
Parent (P). 

OneRoster 1.2 - 
Rostering 
Endpoints 

Consumers of the OneRoster API are enabled to access OneRoster 1.2 
Rostering endpoints with OAuth 2.0 authentication. 

The endpoints are now formatted as '/ims/oneroster/rostering/v1p2' 
instead of '/ims/oneroster/v1p1'. 

OneRoster 1.2 - 
Gradebook 
Endpoints 

Consumers of the OneRoster API are enabled to access OneRoster 1.2 
Gradebook endpoints with OAuth 2.0 authentication. 

The Gradebook endpoints are now formatted as 
'/ims/oneroster/gradebook/v1p2' instead of '/ims/oneroster/v1p1'. 

The Gradebook Alpha Marks page has been updated to include these 
four IMS Equiv options for the scoreStatus attribute value: 

• late 
• incomplete 
• withdrawal 
• in progress 

API Profile The API Profile page is updated with a new field Authentication Method 
to set the authentication for OAuth 1.0 or OAuth 2.0. 

In the API Profile page, when users select OAuth 2.0 authentication 
method, the grid with OneRoster related scopes is displayed. This is 
applicable for OneRoster 1.1 and 1.2 endpoints. 

For OAuth 2.0 authentication type, the vendor will be able to select the 
scopes from the grid in API profile page instead of endpoints. The 
selected scope will mean that all the endpoints for that scope have been 
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21.4.20.0 

Feature Description 

Behavior Building 
Configuration 

This release includes the Enabled Editing of Teacher Referrals 
checkbox in the Behavior Building Configuration page to allow 
administrators to edit the TAC referral. If this feature is enabled, the 
administrators can edit the Location and Referral Notes entered by 
the teacher for a Behavior Referral in TAC.  

selected for the vendor.  Endpoints are displayed as sub grid which can 
be seen on expansion of the scope. 

The OAuth 2.0 profile will be enabled/disabled based on the Active check 
box in the API Profile page. 

The Advanced Settings column will be displayed in the API Profile page 
for OAuth 2.0 similar to OAuth 1.0 authentication type. The column 
displays a link to API Profile Endpoint Advanced Settings page, if the 
required settings are there for that particular Rule ID. 

When you switch to OAuth 2.0 authentication type, the client is 
registered for OAuth 2.0 and the selected scopes are saved. The 
integration related details are displayed in a dialog box after successful 
save. The Client is enabled or disabled based on the Active check 
box.  You can also switch back to OAuth 1.0 at any point of time.  The 
dialog box details are: 

1. Client ID - Combination of consumer key and database unique 
identifier 

2. Client Secret 
3. K12AuthProvider URL 
4. P360 API URL 

The endpoint selected on the API Profile page for OAuth 2.0 
authentication method is saved in the backend. 

District 
Configuration 
Utility  

Added an input field in the integration tab to add the P360 API URL. 

Added an input field in the Installation tab to enter the folder path for 
the PLUS 360 (P360) API. 

The DCU will now write the eSPConfig.xml file to a Configs subfolder 
within this folder. 

A checkbox in the District Information page enables users to select P360 
availability for the P360 API. 
Added the Login ID and Password fields for the P360 API to use when 
connecting to the eSchoolPlus database. 
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Disciplinarian 
Notification for 
Referral Entries 

This release includes the Disciplinarian Notification for Referral 
Entries as an option for alerts in TAC. When a teacher enters a new 
Conduct Referral from the Interventions menu, this alert will trigger 
the new Conduct Referral Entered Notification process. 

 

Performance Matters - eSchoolPlus Integration 

An enhancement to the eSchoolPlus Teacher Access Center (TAC) integration with Performance 
Matters (PM) is now available. 

The TAC Building Configuration now provides an option to allow Teachers to edit assignments 
created in Performance Matters including the scores and comments in TAC. After integration with 
Performance Matters (PM) is enabled in the District configuration, the Allow Teachers to Edit 
Performance Matters Assignments checkbox is displayed in the Gradebook panel of the TAC 
Building Configuration page. This field is used to set whether the building allows Teachers to edit 
assignments and scores in TAC that were previously posted from PM. This allows teachers to 
adjust assignments and scores within TAC to ensure proper calculations in the TAC gradebook, 
however, assignments and scores edited in TAC will be overwritten by any subsequent post from 
PM for that assignment. 

If the TAC Building Configuration is set to allow Teachers to change the publish option, they will 
now be able to publish assignments and scores added from Performance Matters or other 
products regardless of whether the assignments and scores may be maintained in TAC. 

Enrollment - eSchoolPlus Integration 

An enhancement to the eSchoolPlus integration with PS Enrollment is now available. 

The Enrollment Form from PS Enrollment can now include the Gender Identity field to be 
passed into eSchoolPlus. When the Gender Identity field is included, the field will validate 
against the eSchoolPlus Gender Identity validation table and add the changed value to 
eSchoolPlus through the existing Integration. 

When adding a student through Enrollment and the form includes a Gender Identity field: 
• If the student does not have a value in the Gender Identity field on their Enrollment 

form, the Gender Identity value in eSchoolPlus will default the value to the Gender 
value. 

• If the student does have a value in the Gender Identity field on their Enrollment form, 
that value will be used to set the Gender Identity value in eSchoolPlus. 

When adding a student through Enrollment and the form does not include a Gender Identity 
field: 

• The Gender Identity value in eSchoolPlus will default the value to the Gender value. 

When Gender Identity is provided through Enrollment: 
• The value will be validated and updated in eSchoolPlus. 
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When Gender Identity is not provided through Enrollment: 
• If the Gender Identity and Gender fields matched in eSchoolPlus previously, and if the 

Gender field is changed in Enrollment, the Gender Identity field will be updated to 
match. 

• If the Gender Identity and Gender fields did not match in eSchoolPlus previously, the 
Gender Identity field will not be updated. 

 
Resolved Issues: 
21.4.18.0 

Page Description 

Year View - 
Attendance Detail 

If the attendance date is an alternate cycle day and the course the 
student is enrolled in has a resolved conflict, then attendance cannot 
be taken through Year View - Attendance Detail. This has been 
resolved. Attendance Entry by Individual has also been resolved with 
this fix. 

TAC District Defined When using SSO and Attachments is turned ON but 
TAC_BUILDING_ATTACH records were missing, an error was 
occurring when accessing District Defined pages in TAC. This has 
been resolved. 

TAC - Gradebook 
Entry Assignment 
Details Drawer 

Gradebook Entry Assignment Details Drawer has been modified so 
an assignment cannot be dropped if the points and weight value are 
both equal to zero. 

Student District-
Defined 

If you have read-only security to some fields on the page and read-
write access to other fields, then you cannot save a new record. This 
has been resolved. You can add new data with values in fields where 
they have read-write access. Fields with read-only access will still be 
displayed as disabled. 

Behavior Incidents When creating an incident and choosing a student having an 
apostrophe in their name as the Reported By Entity on an incident, 
an error was occurring. This has been resolved. 

Success Plan Detail When entering values into Student Success Plan Goal fields, the fields 
could be saved, but then disappeared when the page re-displayed. 
This has been resolved. 

Login Timeout SSO time outs were redirecting users to the wrong page. This has 
been resolved. 
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• When logging in with SSO and the session times out (or the 
user clicks ignore for the timeout), it will take them to a page 
that does not have the login option. 

• When logging in with SSO and the session times out with the 
user choosing to keep the session open, the user will be able 
to continue working. 

• When logging in without SSO and the session times out, it will 
take the user to a page that has the login option and the user 
will be able to log in. 

Transcript 
Summary 

The data was displaying in the wrong column on the transcript 
summary. This has been resolved. 

Scheduling Period State Code Equivalent field was only displaying in Scheduling Periods 
for Texas districts. The field is updated to be visible for all districts. 

Scheduling 
Timetables 

If the building was on bell schedules or changed from being bell 
schedules after a copy, if they delete the bell schedule timetables, 
that process is leaving orphan schd_timetable_hdr records in the 
database, which causes Attendance bulletins and current day 
schedule to not work. This has been resolved. 

Student Schedule When the student is resolved out of cycles days, the schedule does 
not print correctly on the Mailer. This has been resolved. 

Mass Load Grades Mass Load grades was not working in prior years. This has been 
resolved. 

Scheduling District 
Configuration 

Previously, on the Scheduling District Configuration, if you blanked 
out the ‘Classified Students’ field and saved; the field will come back 
with a value of 1.000. This has been resolved to allow the value to be 
null. 

HAC Classes In HAC for Summer school, when the classwork average is configured 
to display in HAC, the header average was not displaying. This has 
been resolved. 

Print Report Card The report card was printing transfer courses when the transfer 
building configuration was setup to not print on the report card. This 
has been resolved. 

Report Card 
Summary 

On report card summary, the mark was showing as a hyper link with 
incorrect assignments. This issue has been resolved. 
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GeoCode Building 
Assignment 

Geo Plan Area: Assign Next Year - Was not Assigning Next Year 
Building for some Students. This has been resolved. 

Classwork The eSchoolPlus Classwork page was modified to properly set 
assignments with 0 weight or points to Cannot Be Dropped when 
adding new assignments. Assignments that already had 0 but did not 
have the cannot be dropped set, will be modified if they edit the 
assignment. 

Student 
Competencies 

When a student changes buildings, the competency staff was being 
deleted from the student competency record. This has been 
resolved. 

TAC Attendance In TAC, if the teacher typed a comment with an apostrophe in 
Attendance entry, the characters after the apostrophe did not save. 
Updated the comments field to include contractions. 

 
21.4.19.0 

Page Description 

eSchoolPLUS-
Student(v1) Endpoint 

eSchoolPLUS-Student(v1) Endpoint was returning email address of 
all the contact members instead of the student email ID. This has 
been resolved. 

Script Runner Script Script Runner script was failing to add CRNUser (Cognos User) 
permissions if the user did not have access to the Task database. 
This has been resolved. 

 
21.4.20.0 

Page Description 

Teacher Assignment In the Teacher Assignment for student competencies, 
students who transferred buildings with the same 
competency code assigned manually versus by criteria 
were not able to be assigned. This has been resolved. 

Attendance View Setup Improved performance on Attendance View Setup 
Search/List page by modifying the processing that 
determines if a record can be deleted based on whether 
that record’s code is in use. The page now loads all of the 
used records once instead of loading data for each code 
present on the page. 
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Medication Log If the student has existing records in the Medication Log, 
and the user selects all the rows including a blank row or 
even a partially entered row to Delete and then Save, the 
process validates the blank rows and does not save the 
records. This has been resolved. 

Trends by Period (Detail) The Trends by Period (Detail) reports were not retrieving all 
applicable absences for a student when the student 
changed calendars multiple times in the same building 
during the school year. This has been resolved. 

Validate Immunizations The Validate Immunizations option was calculating the 
student’s age as of the current date instead of the 
prompted calculation date. This has been resolved.  

Student Medication Log When accessing the student’s medication log, an error 
occurred if the student had thousand of records. This has 
been resolved.  

Honor Roll Calculation The Honor Roll Calculation does not process an Honor Roll 
Setup if it is marked as Inactive. The calculation is updated 
for existing records and not for inactive honor rolls. 

Note that the single-student calculation has not yet been 
updated and will be completed in a future release. 

Transcript Course Summary 
(Courses - GPA Calculation 
checkbox) 

When transfer courses were added with multiple years, 
and the GPA checkbox was selected on Save, it was only 
processing the current RC run/term, based on the MR 
building config. This has been resolved to processes 
everything for prior years - using the Everything through 
the prompted RC Run/Term/Year option as checked. The 
following pages were affected: 

• Transcript Course Summary - Course detail 
• Transcript Course Summary - Transfer Buildings - 

Courses detail 
• Report Card Summary - Course detail 

TAC Attendance Bulletin When loading the Attendance Bulletin (for buildings, 
students, and classes) in TAC, an error was occurring if the 
building, student, and class information resulted in loading 
thousands of records. This has been resolved. 
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Transcript Summary - 
Transfer Buildings 

When entering transfer buildings, if you double-clicked on 
the Save button, it would create 2 records for the transfer 
building and will print twice on the transcript. This has 
been resolved. 

TAC Gradebook When Do Not Show option is selected in the Gradebook, all 
withdrawn students were displayed if the student had a 
future withdrawal data. The past withdrawal data should 
not be displayed except the future withdrawal data. This 
has been resolved. 

Report Card Summary The apartment (APT) details was printing incorrectly using 
the default template in two lines due to word wrap 
function. This has been resolved. 

Report Card by Competency 
Group 

Users with Read access to all Mark Reporting functionality 
(MR-ALL-ALL), were not able to access Report Card by 
Competency Group page (which requires Read access for 
MR-MAINT-CMPMARKS). This has been resolved. 

Attendance Error Scan If the student's calendar does not exist in the MBS building 
where the student is taking courses, the error scan sees 
this as invalid attendance and deletes the attendance. This 
has been resolved. 

HAC Week View When a marking period is ending and the next marking 
period is starting mid-week, the absence marked during 
that week was displaying for all the courses which had the 
same period. This has been resolved. 

Scheduled Course 
Load/Unload/Lock/Erase 

Corrected an issue where the Mass Unload Scheduled 
Courses task was changing an overridden first marking 
period for a student’s course if the current value was set to 
null because of being set to the first marking period the 
course meets. The Mass Unload task was mistakenly 
interpreting a null value to be based on the first marking 
period based on the student’s add date. 

 
 
NY State Reporting: 
21.4.18.0 

Summary Release Note 
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Run OCR Reports Added SAT and ACT values in the OCR 
calculation for the SAT and ACT subtest field 
to resolve the OCR CRDC Building report 
error. 

NY Student Download (Programs Fact), NY 
Student Extract (Programs Fact), Programs 
(NY Limited English Proficiency), and 
Validation Tables (Program Withdrawal 
Reason) 

Updated logic to retrieve the State Code 
Equivalent value 3050 from the validation 
table and add this value into the Programs 
Fact download/extract. 

 
21.4.19.0 

Summary Release Note 

Run OCR 
Reports 

Updated the OCR report to run without task error when there is no Part 2 
Student Group definitions available. 

 
21.4.20.0 

Summary Release Note 

NY Student 
Downloads 
(Student Digital 
Access) 

Updated the data type from varchar to date time and added logic to 
convert the data from string to date format for Survey Date to the 
Student Digital Access download. 
The following date formats (m/d/yy, mm/dd/yy, mm/d/yyyy, 
m/dd/yyyy, m/dd/yy, mm/d/yy, yyyy/mm/dd, m/d/yyyy, and 
mm/dd/yyyy) will be supported in the reg_user table and it will be 
converted to (YYYY-MM-DD) format in the download and extract. 

If an invalid date format is updated in the reg_user table, the error 
message: “Survey Date is missing valid date format for student ID” is 
entered in the log file. 

 
 
OCR Reporting (CRDC): 
21.4.18.0 

Summary Release Note 

Run OCR 
Reports 

Updated the COUR-9d Question to only retrieve high school students 
taking Geometry. 
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Summary Release Note 

Run OCR 
Reports 

Added SAT and ACT values in the OCR calculation for the SAT and ACT 
subtest field to resolve the OCR CRDC Building report error. 

 
21.4.19.0 

Summary Release Note 

Run OCR 
Reports 

Updated the students with courses that have a Federal AP Course Type of 
Other to be counted towards APIB-6. 

Run OCR 
Reports 

Updated the OCR Summary and CRDC School Form for question DISC-12 
to display valid value (zero) for all buildings instead of N/A or blank. 

Run OCR 
Reports 

Updated the file processing to run without error when encountering 
students with AP courses having alpha-numeric student ID. 

Run OCR 
Reports and 
OCR Summary 

Updated the OCR School data file to report zeroes instead of blanks in 
columns prefixed by SCH_DISCWDIS_TFRALT_ and 
SCH_DISCWODIS_TFRALT_ when there are no non-zero values for the 
building. 

Updated the OCR Summary to show zeroes instead of N/A in questions 
“DISC-8a Students without disabilities transferred to an alternative school” 
and “DISC-10 Students with disabilities transferred to an alternative 
school”. 

Run OCR 
Reports 

Corrected the logic for Discipline to use IDEA and 504 Part 1 Student 
Groups for processing. The IDEA and 504 Groups are used for determining 
disability. Counts may differ for Discipline items: ARRS-1/ARRS-2, DISC-1, 
DISC-4, DISC-7/DISC-9, DISC-12, HIBS-2, HIBS-3, and RSTR-1/RSTR-
2. Previously, these questions were using the IDEA and 504 Part 2 Student 
Groups. If your Part 1 and Part 2 Student Groups match, you will not see 
the difference in results. 

Run OCR 
Reports 

Updated the OCR report to run without task error when there is no Part 2 
Student Group definitions available. 

 
21.4.20.0 

Summary Release Note 

Run OCR 
Reports 

Updated the flat file generation process that takes a lot of time to complete 
for larger districts. Corrected the database call that was repeated many 
times during the data gathering process for the flat file. 
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Summary Release Note 

Run OCR 
Reports 

Updated the Student Retention counts to include students who were not 
enrolled in the building on the Entry/Withdrawal Date to Sample Enrollment. 
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